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Presidency of the Executive Board

As already announced, the duties of the ICRC are henceforth
divided between two distinct organs: the Assembly and the
Executive Board. The latter is presided over by Mr. Roger Gallopin,1

who assumed his functions at the beginning of July.
The International Review has already had occasion to refer to

his co-operation in Red Cross activities since 1936. Mr. Gallopin,
who was appointed a member of the International Committee in
1967, was for a time Director-General of the institution. In the
past year he participated in the work of the Presidential Council.

*

New ICRC Members

The International Committee of the Red Cross has elected four new
members with effect from 1 July 1973, namely Mr. Pierre Boissier,
Mr. Gilbert Etienne, Dr. Ulrich Middendorp and Miss Marion
Rothenbach.

Mr. Pierre Boissier was born in Geneva in 1920 and graduated
in law at the University of Geneva. He joined the ICRC in 1946 and
was delegate in Paris until 1963. From 1963 to 1966, he was legal
adviser at ICRC headquarters in Geneva.

Between 1963 and 1972, Mr. Boissier carried out several missions
in the field, in Cyprus (1964), Israel (1967), Lebanon (1971) and
India (1972).

Since 1966, Mr. Boissier has been Director of the Henry Dunant
Institute. He has published a large number of works on the Red
Cross and has lectured in several European university towns. Mr.
Boissier has also helped to run seminars for training future ICRC
delegates.

Mr. Gilbert Etienne was born at Neuchatel in 1928. He studied
at his home-town university, which conferred upon him the doc-
torate of laws, and at Paris University where he obtained a diploma
in oriental languages.

1 Plate.
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At the Graduate Institute of International Studies in Geneva
and at the Geneva African Institute, Mr. Etienne lectures on the
economics of development. He gives part-time courses in various
institutes in Paris.

Since 1951, Mr. Etienne has been studying problems of economic
development, with particular reference to Asia. He has been several
times in the Asian sub-continent, South East Asia and China and
has also spent some time in some of the countries of the Middle East
and Africa.

Mr. Etienne has written a number of books on Afghanistan,
India, Pakistan and China.

Mr. Ulrich Middendorp was born in 1928 at Klosters (Canton
Graubiinden). He studied at Geneva, Paris and Zurich and gradu-
ated as doctor of medicine from Zurich University in 1954.

Since 1970, he has been senior surgeon at the cantonal hospital
at Winterthur. He is also lecturer at the Faculty of Medicine of
Zurich University and at the Department of Military Science of the
Federal Polytechnical School.

Dr. Middendorp went on his first mission for the ICRC in 1963
when he went as doctor-delegate to Yemen and set up and directed
a field hospital there. Later, he carried out several other missions
for the ICRC as well as for the Swiss Red Cross, again in Yemen and
in the Republic of Vietnam. His experience in the field led him to
take special interest in the problem of medical assistance in situ-
ations of disturbances and he was among those who contributed to
the foundation of " Medicus Mundi Suisse ".

Miss Marion Rothenbach was born at Olten and attended the
Ecole d'etudes societies, Geneva, where she obtained in 1953 the
diploma of social welfare assistant.

In 1953 she went on a mission for the ICRC to Trieste, after
which she was with the Swiss Red Cross from 1956 to 1958.

Miss Rothenbach was also engaged by the United Nations on
several missions as an expert in social welfare training and was sent
as such to Zaire from 1962 to 1965 and to the Republic of Vietnam
from 1967 to 1971.

At present, Miss Rothenbach is lecturer at the Ecole des Sciences
societies et politiques at the University of Lausanne.
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The International Committee is pleased to be able henceforth to rely
on these four new members, whose wide experience of present-day social,
intellectual and humanitarian problems is thus available to serve the
Red Cross cause.

Appointment to Executive Board

This Board, comprising four members of the ICRC, namely
Mr. Gallopin, Mr. Umbricht, Mrs. Bindschedler-Robert and Dr.
Ulrich Middendorp, has added to its membership by appointing
Mr. Gottfried de Smit.

He was born at Vlissingen (Netherlands) in 1915 and studied at
Lyon, Basle and Mannheim. He specialized in the shipping business
in Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, Netherlands and France.

In 1949 he became manager of the new Mannheim branch of
Lloyd AG in Germany.

In 1964 he was appointed general manager of the Lloyd Group
and since 1972 has been chairman and managing director of Lloyd
Holding SA in Basle.

Mr. de Smit has been on numerous study and business trips in
Africa.

In 1969, he was head of the ICRC mission at Lagos (Nigeria).

Death of Mr. Paul Logoz, an honorary member of the ICRC

It was in 1921 that Mr. Paul Logoz was elected to membership
of the ICRC, and it was in 1943, upon his appointment as a Federal
Court Judge, that he resigned and was designated an honorary
member.

He was a professor of penal law at the University of Geneva, one
of the co-authors of Swiss penal law, and an outstanding jurist who
rendered signal service to the Red Cross cause by assuming impor-
tant functions within the institution. He was a member of the execu-
tive for many years, Vice-President in 1936, and carried out various
missions for the Red Cross.
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